Is target validation all we need?
Targeted therapy for cancer treatment has required a shift in drug development approaches from broad treatment with chemotherapies, to the development of precision medicines that are specific for clinical targets. Cancer biology is widely studied and translating these findings into efficacious targeted therapies requires more than just target validation. Targets identified pre-clinically must be reproducible in other models that harbor the target. In addition, the extent and duration with which the target is modulated is at times essential for efficacy. Further, not only the target is of focus but also any inherent feedback mechanisms or mechanisms of acquired resistance should be understood to optimize chemistry of agents in development to target the tumor biology and to inform on combination approaches. Another element of a target that will likely contribute to successful clinical validation include the impact of target intra-tumor and inter-tumor heterogeneity on clinical efficacy. Taken together, to answer the question Is target validation all we need? We highlight a few elements of tumor biology and drug chemistry that if understood, may increase the successful clinical validation of new targets and therefore provide more targeted treatment options for this disease.